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Jon Kleinhample,  2017

Formal ly trained as an architect in Los 
Angeles,  Jon designed for Nei l  Denari  in 
Los Angeles,  Asymptote Architects in New 
York and in Ber l in for Barkow Leibinger 
Architects.  In 2012 he started his first 
independent venture,  an art studio - 
LMBRJK. Jon’s pedigree intertwines a 
mixture of geometric acrobatics and a 
rich appreciation for raw materia ls and is 
what forms the princip les behind his work.

With a background in architecture and 
a previous art studio,  LMBRJK, Jon 
Kleinhample has bui l t  on experience,  an 
understanding of design processes,  and 
a desire to give spaces,  products and 
brands new, unexpected identit ies,  rich 
in materia ls and attentive to detai ls .  Jon 
Kleinhample understands and appl ies his 
design process in a hol ist ic way, creating 
for his c l ients new untold stories,  where 
a l l  components come together in an 
e legant and coherent narration .

He most recent ly resides in Los Angeles, 
Cal ifornia with his wife Maša and his 
daughter Suvi .  



LMBRJK studio (2012-2014)

TRILIP vases / production 2012-2014

SADL stool / production 2012-2014

Klein Agency (2014- present)

klein HOME / released at ICFF, ny - may 
2017

office design / los angeles, ca - design 
development - TBC

tokyobike showroom / los angeles, ca - 
design development - TBC

kitchenaid showroom / brussels, be - april 
2016

awarded bar / interieur 2016 / kortrijk, be - 
august 2016

private residence renovation / antwerp, be 
- april 2016

wine bar / ghent, be - march 2016

wine bar / antwerp, be - july 2015

move aside mr. ford / micro-factories - 
october 2016

Architecture (2008 - present)

House for a Private Client / hired as 
freelance designer / los angeles, ca - 
2015-present

Mercedes-Benz Campus Stuttgart / design 
lead under Barkow Leibinger Architects / 
2012

Residential Highrise, Alexanderplatz, Berlin 
/ design lead under Barkow Leibinger 
Architects / 2014

EPFL - Espaces et pavillons sur la place 
Cosandey / design lead under Barkow 
Leibinger Architects / 2012

Europaallee Zurich - Baufeld F / design lead 
under Barkow Leibinger Architects / 2011

ZF Lynksysteme / design lead under 
Barkow Leibinger Architects / 2011
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AS A PARTNER AT KLEIN 
AGENCY, I  HAVE LED 
OUR DESIGN PROCESS 
TO LAUNCH SEVERAL  
FURNITURE COLLECTIONS, 
COMPLETE ARCHITECTURAL 
PROJECTS, AND ENGAGE 
IN RESEARCH THROUGH 
PUBLISHED WORKS.  

KLEIN AGENCY

      2014 -  PRESENT



“THE PROCESS BLENDS 
C O M P U T E R - E N H A N C E D 
TECHNIQUES AND 
HANDCRAFTED FINISHING, 
WHILE THE BEAUTIFULLY 
PROPORTIONED RADII 
COME FROM THE 
GEOMETRICAL DEXTERITY 
OF FORMER ARCHITECT JON.”

-WALLPAPER MAGAZINE 2016



About KleinHOME

KleinHOME is at once an exploration of precision through the 
process of laser cutting plate steel, and an homage to the 
imperfections of natural materials, such as wood and leather.

Captured between two industrially tooled plates of steel, 
natural materials, are elevated and expressed for their 
beauty and warmth of touch. The collection fits seamlessly 
in a domestic or commercial setting. With its use of robust 
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KleinHOME Rocker One / veg tan leather sling with 
galvanized frame

02

materials, the collection is designed to survive the test of time, 
aging beautifully, in pursuit of a patina only achieved through 
the human touch through time.

Elegant in its profile, the collection sandwiches natural materials 
between steel, allowing the oak wood, overstu ed leather 
cushions or simple leather slings to shine in their minimalist 
beauty.
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The nine piece collection is Klein Agency’s first set of objects 
designed and fabricated in Los Angeles. Previously designing 
in Antwerp, Belgium, the husband-and-wife team - Maša and 
Jon Kleinhample - moved their operations to California at the 
beginning of this year, 2017.
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01

KleinHOME rack in use
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KleinHOME set of racks / galvanised steel finish and antiqued 
brass finish

02
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KleinHOME process / the galvanizing process takes place in 
south central los angeles, minutes away from our studio.
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KleinHOME Pivot Chair / milled black leather with blackened 
steel frame

01

KleinHOME Pivot Chair / milled black leather with blackened 
steel frame

0201
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KleinHOME Rocker One / galvanized frame with vegtan 
leather sling
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KleinHOME Chaise / blackened steel frame with veg tan 
leather surface

01

Production process for KleinHOME Chaise.  A full veg tan hide 
is shown here before the gluing and cutting process produces 
the finished chair.
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KleinHOME Sofa Double / milled black leather and oiled steel 
frame.

01
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KleinHOME Sofa Single / veg tan leather and oiled steel 
frame

02
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KleinHOME Rocker Two / blackened steel frame and black 
lacquered oak stips
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KleinHOME Bar / oiled steel frame, black lacquered oak 
strips and black leather top

0201
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KleinHOME Sofa Double / milled black leather with oiled 
steel frame

01



Perforated Metal WhiteCarrara Marble

Tokyobike Showroom
Los Angeles, California
Design Development, 2017
TBC

Klein Agency is developing a new showroom interior 
for the brand Tokyobike.  The space, situated at the 
Row, downtown Los Angeles, will follow the brand's 
strong visual identity, while exploring a new material 
presentation.  

01

Entry space.

01

02

02

Sample material palette.
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View of Gallery bike modules.

02

Detail of bike stands.
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Office Interior
Los Angeles, California
Design Development, 2017
TBC

These private offices house separate programming 
sections, which co-exist in an interwoven web of 
relationships, daily interactions and work flows. Klein 
Agency paid specific attention to the generational 
interactions within the executive team, focused 
on capturing the welcoming, open culture of Jade 
Entreprises and worked towards creating design 
proposals that nourish good working environment for 
each and every employee.

Seamless glass forms a division wall between the offices and 
public spaces, exposing an open and transparent business 
culture. An appreciation for craftsmanship and haptic materials 
is carried through the whole space. Office cabinetry and 
furniture are custom built using deep grained wood, like 
stained Red Oak or California Walnut. Pockets of seclusion 
happen where conference rooms are put within playful wooden 
structures, or behind draped curtains. Elegant stone, like 
Carrarra or Calacata Marble, is introduced into space to act as 
a visual filter between public and private spaces. Positioned 
carefully, it shines in places that allow for its appreciation by 
the visitors and employees alike.
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Main lobby space.

01

02

Sample material palette.

02
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Executive Lounge area.

02

Typical Executive office.

03

Manager's workspace.
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Entrance to the new concept showroom for the international 
kitchen equipment brand Kitchenaid, in Brussels, Belgium.

02

Custom product shelf designed and fabricated by Klein 
Agency for the famous Kitchenaid mixer.

KitchenAid Showroom
Brussels, Belgium
Completed, 2016

Klein Agency developed a new interior strategy for 
presenting the Kitchenaid brand in its Brussels' 
showroom.  The approach is based on creating an open, 
"loft" like space to break down the division between 
customer and brand.  In this spirit, Klein Agency designed 
a two part organization for the space, the "entry" and 
the "loft".  

A metal mesh wall divides the two spaces, providing a 
"decompression" space before entering into the main 
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showroom.  Once inside the "loft", warm, industrial materials 
such as oak and raw steel are used.

Organized around a central kitchen island, the "loft" provides an 
exhibition space for product demonstrations and cooking clinics.  

A large, custom designed and fabricated modular "clip" shelving 
system displays the classic Kitchenaid Stand Mixer in all its 
iterations along the right wall. 
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The design is organized around a central kitchen island with 
perimeter, custom built, product display areas.  

02

Central kitchen island from stainless steel with central 
meeting table from sanded and oiled white oak.  
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Bar installation at the Bienalle Interieur 2016, Kortrijk, Belgium.

02

Detail of digital stump, composed of 70, 18mm plywood layers.

Made vs. Found - Awarded Bar / Biennale Interieur 
Kortrijk, Belgium
Completed, 2016

Klein Agency was awarded  one of five best bar designs 
for the Biennale Interieur in Kortrijk, Belgium. Along with 
the other winners, the bar will be built and presented to the 
guests of the Biennale 2016. The concept is organized around 
the simple directive of Made vs. Found.

A grid of objects. Half found, and half made. Positioned on 
a raised platform, 9 objects sit on a grid of steel brackets. 
Using the forest as a medium, the grid of objects is a mixture 
of found tree stumps and made digital wood stumps.

01 02

Exposing the dichotomy between objects sourced directly from 
nature and those undergoing a process of man or machinic 
manipulation, the space invites visitors to explore these two 
realms.

Made physical through the furniture and offered menu, the 
juxtaposition of the two concepts, Made vs. Found is presented.
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View of digital stump with custom stools.

02

View of stump grid on presentation stage.
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Living room with custom marble-top dinning table.

Private Flat
Antwerp, Belgium
Completed, 2016

Klein Agency developed a complete interior design strategy 
for a private flat in Antwerp's northern harbor district, Het 
Eilandje.  The second floor flat features an open plan washed 
in afternoon sunlight from its western exposure.  The flat 
is organized around one primary intervention, to create a 
continuous passage through the flat by demolishing several 
sections of partition walls.  Finishing details were left as raw 
and simple as possible.

Raw steel, Carrara marble, oiled oak, and metal mesh are the 
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View through kitchen from bedroom.

01 02

primary materials, while an army green and salmon paint are 
used as accent colors through the flat. 
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Custom powdercoated, steel kitchen island.   

01

02

Custom in-built book shelving / seating element.

02



Wine Bar 
Antwerp, Belgium
Completed, 2015

The client requested a full interior concept including 
refinishing of ceiling, floor, and wall surfaces. The furniture 
package included seating for 25 people, storage for 400 
bottles, and work surfaces for wine preparation and food 
service.  

We focused on four large, 80cm diameter disc tables hugged 
by a 5m long bench along the entry wall. These tables 
should create a sense of warmth deep into the space.  Each 
disc table is composed of 180 seperate, 5mm thick profiles 

cut on a laser. These profiles were all hand assembled, and 
hand sanded to a smooth finish. The wine bottle display cases 
act graphically within the space to grab attention as well as 
seperate the front space from the more private space in the 
back for smaller tasting parties. 
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Top down view of a custom fabricated pine "disc" table. Each 
table was lasercut from 80 layers of 4mm pine plywood, and 
hand assembled, glued, sanded, and oiled.  

02

The wine tasting wall consists of four 80cm custom tables 
accompanied by a linear bench.  

01 02
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The private tasting room.

02

View from entrance facade into main tasting and display area.
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Wine Bar
Ghent, Belgium
Completed, 2016

A unique space divided by three floor levels provided 
the carte blanche for a wine bar and wine shop in Ghent, 
Belgium.  A former dive bar, the space was left derelect. 
Klein Agency developed a scheme based on one large, floor 
to ceiling wine storage shelf to create continuity between all 
three levels.  The shelf was custom fabricated from fifteen 
individual elements to combine into one single form of steel 
and white oak. A simple routed detail allows a clean storage 
of bottles on the oak baords. 

The space is divided between an entrance room with tasting 
bar, an upper dinning space, and a lower private tasting lounge.  
Each space, though connected by the large wine shelf, has a 
unique character and ambiance. 

The entrance tasting room is defined by a large, plate steel bar 
element with an in-laid oak resting counter.  

The dinning space is composed of a combination of seven oak 
and marble tables.  The tables are accompanied by Klein custom 
white oak dinning chairs and a custom continuous 9m bench.  
Bent tube steel, bench mounted lights hang over each table, 
providing an intimate, and cozy feeling for dinning.  
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The entrance tasting room with custom plate steel bar.

02

White oak in-lay makes up the dinning tables in the main 
entertaining space.

01 02
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A view from the tasting bar towards the floor to ceiling (5m) 
wine storage shelf.

02

A view of the upper level dinning space. 
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Move aside Mr. Ford / Micro-factories
Klein Agency 2016

A reasearch project sponsored by Lannoo publishing 
company in Belgium, Move aside Mr. Ford / Micro-factories 
is an exploration into a new breed of entrepreneur.  This 
new breed operates what we define as an evolution of the 
traditional factory, something smaller and more agile, the 
micro-factory.  

A micro-factory is an atelier, a container studio, a re-
purposed factory hall, where digital technology drives a 
new understanding of customization and adaptability, all 
in the hands of creative entrepreneurs. This is not your 

grandfather’s bakery, or your grandmother’s steel shop, but a 
place where creative businesses combine traditional techniques 
with new technologies, resulting in the emergence of adaptable 
factories, places where the endless repetition of the assembly 
line has been eliminated. 

A new breed of creative entrepreneur operates these micro-
factories in a global, interconnected economy driven by digital 
technology. These businesses operate upon an elevated plateau, 
where technology and tradition weave together to form a 
remarkably romantic but inimitably commercial enterprise.

This 312 page book is a careful examination introspective glance 
into our own studio and 23 other micro-factories around the 

world. Complete editorial idea, photography, writing and graphic 
design of the book have been done by Klein Agency.

Available worldwide, Fall 2016.

See below for insights into the pages of the book.









LMBRJK STUDIO

      2012 -  2014

A SELECTION OF WORK 
DONE AS FOUNDER OF 
LMBRJK STUDIO. THE 
WORK INHABITS THE 
SPACE BETWEEN ART AND 
PRODUCT. ALL FABRICATION 
AND ASSEMBLY PERFORMED 
BY  JON KLEINHAMPLE. 
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SADL stool as shot for promotional material.

02

SADL stool as shot for promotional material.

The SADL stool is a product of the mutual partnership 
between machinic precision and human sensibility.  Laser-
cut.  Hand-assembled.  40 centimeters of what the LMBRJK 
studio has dubbed digital wood.  The SADL stool reorganizes 
sheet plywood through a process of cutting profiles on a 
laser, to assemble into a functional form for sitting.

The stool is first designed in the computer as a surface 
model in a 3d CAD software.  The model is then sliced 
vertically to produce nearly 80 separate layers, each of 
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which combines together to form the entire stool.  These 
sections are cut on a laser, organized, spread with glue, hand-
assembled, and finally clamped together.  This process, from 
initial conception to final production takes place completely in 
the LMBRJK studio.

Once completed, the SADL stool is a synthetic wood assembly.  
Its strength is found in its multi layered structure.  Its beauty in 
its slender curves.  Its narrative is a contemporary solution to 
an age old question of elegance and ergonomics.
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SADL stool made from layered polish pine plywood. Raw 
version. Serial production from LMBRJK studio.
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Production process for SADL stool.

02

01

01

03

Limited edition (1 of 2) TRILIP vase made in collaboration 
with Oli-B, a belgian grafitti artist. Sanded and oiled larch 
wood, hand painted. 
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Collection of TRILIP vases made from larch, beech and birch 
wood. Raw and sanded. Limited production from LMBRJK 
studio. 

01

02

SADL stool made from layered, sanded and oiled polish pine 
plywood. Sanded version. Serial production from LMBRJK 
studio.

02



ARCHITECTURE

     2008 - PRESENT

A BRIEF SELECTION OF 
ARCHITECTURAL AND VISUAL 
WORK DONE AS A FREELANCE 
DESIGN LEAD FOR VARIOUS 
ARCHITECTURE FIRMS. 



House for a Private Client
Freelance
Los Angeles, CA
TBC, 2017

This client required a full design package for a ground up 
house on a difficult site in the Hollywood Hills.  The project 
spanned development of the massing as defined and molded 
by hillside ordances among other regulations regarding 
height and volume.  

A full interior finish package was also developed.  
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Exterior massing as seen from the drive entry.  
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A view of the master bathroom.

02

01

A view of the dinning space with glass pivot doors opening to 
the exterior courtyard.  
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A view of the exterior courtyard equipped with a full bar, 
firepit and grilling area.  
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01

A view of the game room.
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Mercedes-Benz Campus Stuttgart
Direction for Barkow Leibinger Archtiects
Berlin, Germany
Invited Proposal, 2014

As project design lead, the direction for the massing and 
architectural concept were developed in close relationship 
with Frank Barkow and Regine Leibinger.

Visualization was also developed for the project.  
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A view of the main entrance to the museum.
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A view of the grand interior passage.
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A view of the tower from the U-Bahn line at Alexanderplatz. 
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Residential Highrise, Alexanderplatz, Berlin
Direction for Barkow Leibinger Archtiects
Berlin, Germany
Awarded Competition, 2014

As project design lead, the direction for the massing and 
architectural concept were developed in close relationship 
with Frank Barkow and Regine Leibinger.

Visualization was also developed for the project.  
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A view of the tower from Alexanderplatz.

01
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A selection from the competition boards describing the 
balcony concept.

01

A selection of plans from various levels of the tower with a 
view of the Residential Lobby.  
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EPFL - Espaces et pavillons sur la place Cosandey
Direction for Barkow Leibinger Archtiects
Berlin, Germany
Awarded Competition, 2012

As project design lead, the direction for the massing and 
architectural concept were developed in close relationship 
with Frank Barkow and Regine Leibinger.

Visualization was also developed for the project.  
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A view of the massing from a field.  
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A detailed view of the cafe at the entrance to the pavillion.   
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A view of the massing from the rail tracks.
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Europaallee Zurich - Baufeld F
Direction for Barkow Leibinger Archtiects
Berlin, Germany
Awarded Competition, 2011

As project design lead, the direction for the massing and 
architectural concept were developed in close relationship 
with Frank Barkow and Regine Leibinger.

Visualization was also developed for the project.  
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A selection of plans and diagrams describing the massing 
and program of the building.
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01

A view of the commercial setting at the base of the building.  
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ZF Lynksysteme
Direction for Barkow Leibinger Archtiects
Berlin, Germany
Competition, 2011

As project design lead, the direction for the massing and 
architectural concept were developed in close relationship 
with Frank Barkow and Regine Leibinger.

Visualization was also developed for the project.  
.  
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A view of the entrance lobby for the complex of office 
buildings. 

01
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A view of a typical office floor.

01
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